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1.Sual: Choose the correct variant. .… may be classified as material resources and 

labour resources.   

a. Labour forces 

b. Social security 

c. Economic resources 

d. Economic growth 

e. Transaction 

 

2.Sual: Choose the correct variant. … of resources makes it necessary to save 

them.   

a. a.Allocation 

b. Solution 

c. Distribution 

d. Scarcity 

e. Social security 

 

3.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Another important force of the market is… .  

a. wants  

b. solution 

c. allocation  

d. revenue 

e. competition 

 

4.Sual: Choose the correct variant. If … exceeds supply, the price tends to rise.  

a. demand 

b. revenue 

c. competition 

d. benefit 

e. income 



5.Sual: Choose the correct variant. When … exceeds demand the price tends to 

fall.  

a. wants 

b. supply 

c. transaction 

d. recession  

e. unemployment 

 

6.Sual: Choose the correct variant. … don’t always run smoothly.   

a. Price mechanism 

b. Market economy 

c. Economic machines 

d. Economic policy 

e. Economic growth 

 

7.Sual: Choose the correct variant. There are different … in the world.   

a. labour forces 

b. economic policy 

c. social security 

d. economic systems 

e. market economy 

 

8.Sual: Choose the correct variant. … are free to choose whom to buy from and 

sell to.   

a. Solution 

b. Production costs 

c. Transaction 

d. Businesses 

e. Labour force 

 



9.Sual: Choose the correct variant. If an … is to perform well it must deal with 

many economic challenges.   

a. economic resources 

b. unemployment 

c. natural resources 

d. consumer preferences 

e. economic system 

 

10.Sual: Choose the alternative to the given word. Scarcity of resources makes it 

“NECESSARY” to save them.   

a. important 

b. different 

c. useless 

d. easy  

e. difficult 

11.Sual: Choose the alternative to the given word. There are “DIFFERENT” 

economic systems in the world today.   

a. useful 

b. various 

c. significant 

d. same 

e. useless 

 
12.Sual: Choose the alternative to the given word. Another” IMPORTANT” force 

of the market is competition.   

a. useless 

b. different 

c. necessary 

d. various 

e. tiny 



13.Sual: Choose the alternative to the given word. It is characteristic of any society 

that while “WANTS” of people are growing constantly, the economic resources 

required to satisfy these wants. 

a. wages 

b. income 

c. labour resources 

d. demands 

e. labour force 

 

14.Sual: Choose the alternative to the given word. Freedom of enterprise is not 

“TOTAL” in the market economy.   

a. partial 

b. incomplete 

c. limited 

d. complete 

e. unfinished 

 

15.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Bölğü, yerbəyer etmə; распределение, 

выделение(ресурсов)  

a. allocation 

b. transaction 

c. revenue 

d. solution 

     e. scarcity 

16.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Sahibkarlıg ; предпринимательство   

a. employment;  

b. unemployment 

c. entrepreneurship 

d. business cycle 

e. sophisticated technology 



17.Sual: Choose the correct variant. işci güvvəsi; рабочая сила  

a. employment  

b. labour force 

c. free enterprise  

d. labor resources  

e. social security 

18.Sual: Choose the correct variant. istehsalın azalması (tənəzzülü); спад 

производства   

a. interaction  

b. competition 

c. recession 

d. regulation  

e. transaction 

19.Sual: Choose the correct variant. artıq olmaq, keçmək, ötmək; превышать;  

a. reflect 

b. exceed 

c. benefit 

d. compete 

e. utilize 

 

20.Sual: Choose the correct variant. azad sahibkarlıg; свободное 

предпринимательство  

a. economic policy  

b. sophisticated technology 

c. free enterprise 

d. social security  

e. rapid expansion  

21.Sual: Choose the correct variant. çətin məsələ, problem, çağırış; сложная 

задача, проблема, вызов;   

a. challenge 



b. recession  

c. interaction  

d. income 

e. input  

 

22.Sual: Choose the correct variant. müdafiə etmək, qorumaq; защищать   

a. benefit  

b. tend  

c. govern  

d. protect 

e. utilize 

 

23.Sual: Choose the correct variant. sövdələşmə; сделка;  

a. transaction 

b. allocation  

c. solution  

d. composition  

e. regulation 

24.Sual: Choose the correct variant. istehsal xərcləri; издержки производства  

a. business cycle 

b. recession 

c. factor of production  

d. production costs 

e. rapid expansion 

25.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Bigger domination coins are made from 

cupronickel and usually called … .   

a. shell  

b. bronze 

c. gold 

d. paper money 



e. silver 

26.Sual: Choose the correct variant. The shells … threaded into strings or belts 

called wampum.   

a. were 

b. is 

c. was 

d. has  

e. be 

27.Sual: Choose the correct variant. At first coins … worth their face value as 

metal.   

a. is 

b. were 

c. was 

d. has 

e. be 

 

28.Sual: Choose the correct variant. When a payment … made the cutting of the 

metal into pieces of definite weight and so coins came into use.  

a. being 

b. be 

c. was 

d. has 

e. are 

29.Sual: Choose the correct variant. At different periods of time and in different 

parts of the world many different commodities … served as money.   

a. be 

b. having 

c. being 

d. have  

e. has 



30.Sual: Choose the correct variant. After goldsmiths … bankers their receipts 

became banknotes.    

a. becoming 

b. to become 

c. became 

d. becomes 

e. is becoming 

31.Sual: Choose the correct variant. At different periods of time and in different 

parts of the world different commodities have served as … .   

a. raw materials  

b. fur  

c. coin  

d. natural resources 

e. money 

 

32.Sual: Choose the correct variant. ….was used by early settlers in North 

America.   

a. Coins  

b. Shell money 

c. Gold  

d. Paper money  

e. banknotes 

33.Sual: Choose the correct variant. …. underline that to serve effectively as 

money, a commodity should be fairly durable, easily divisible and portable.   

a. The buyers  

b. The sellers  

c. The experts  

d. The producers  

e. The settlers 



34.Sual: Choose the correct variant. After goldsmiths became bankers their 

receipts became … .       

a. shell money  

b. commodity money  

c. beads  

d. banknotes 

e. pelts 

 

35.Sual: Choose the correct variant. After … became bankers their receipts became 

banknotes. 

a. settler  

b. goldsmith 

c. consumer  

d. user  

e. borrower 

36.Sual: Choose the correct variant : pul məziyyəti( dəyəri); достоинство(денег)    

a. commodity money  

b. denomination   

c. asset 

d. shell money  

e. token coin 

 

37.Sual: Choose the correct variant : zərgər; ювелир   

a. settler  

b. consumer  

c. goldsmith 

d. intermediary 

e. intermediary 

 

 



38.Sual: Choose the correct variant : aradan çıxarmag; вытеснять занимать(чего 

либо)место   

a. invent  

b. exceed  

c. protect  

d. supersede  

e. save 

39.Sual: Choose the correct variant: yeni məskunlaşan adam; посланец  

a. settler  

b. goldsmith  

c. consumer  

d. intermediary  

e. saver 

40.Sual: Choose the correct variant: nominal dəyər; нарицательная цена   

a. store of value  

b. face value  

c. unit of account 

d. commodity money  

e. means of payment 

41.Sual: Choose the correct variant: köhnəlməyən; неизнашивающийся   

a. precious  

b. portable  
c. divisible  
d. hard-wearing 

e. limited 
42.Sual: Choose the correct variant: ödəmə vasitəsi; средство платежа   

a. store of value  

b. means of payment  

c. denomination 

d. unit of account  

e. commodity money  



43.Sual: Choose the correct variant: xırda pul; разменная монета   

a. shell  

b. beads  

c. token money 

d. pelts  

e. commodity money 

 

44.Sual: Choose the correct variant: cari hesabda əmanət; вклад на текущем счете 

  

a. checking deposit  

b. unit of account  

c. denomination 

d. means of payment  

e. store of value  

 

45.Sual: Choose the correct variant. If they accept it, we … them.   

a. fire 

b. took 

c. hire 

d. apply  

e. dismiss 

46.Sual: Choose the correct answer. Expanding … may have to pay higher wages 

to attract the extra labour that they require.   

a. countries 

b. industries 

c. commodities 

d. activities 

e. laboratories 

 

 



47.Sual: Choose the correct variant Here, Kerstin … about her job.   

a. to talk 

b. has talking 

c. talks 

d. have talked 

e. had talking 

 

48.Sual: Choose the correct variant I … for a large European car maker.   

a. worked 

b. will work 

c. have working 

d. work 

e. were working 

49.Sual: Choose the correct variant I … with a lot of different people in the 

company.   

a. Dealing 

b. deal 

c. will dealing 

d. has dealt  

e. to deal 

 

50.Sual: Choose the correct variant The economy … fast.         

a. is growing 

b. to grow 

c. had grew 

d. shall be growing,  

e. will be grow 

51.Sual: Choose the correct answer. Figure 1 … the price of oil from 1970 to 1986.  

a. to show 

b. shows 



c. showed 

     d. had shown 

     e.have shown 

52.Sual: Choose the correct answer. In general, higher oil prices … the economy 

produce in a way that uses less oil.                

a. make 

b. makes 

c. made 

d. is making 

e. have made 

53.Sual: Choose the correct answer. I …to work by train and subway. 

a. shall be go 

b. going 

c. to go 

d. are going 

e. go 

54.Sual: Choose the correct variant I … a team of designers.   

a. work 

b. go 

c. find  

d. manage 

e. finish 

55.Sual: Choose the correct variant We all have … in and clock out every day.  

a. to like 

b. to clock 

c. to satisfy 

d. to change 

e. to work 

56.Sual: Choose the correct variant I … to work every day.            

a. to demand  



b. to talk 

c. to clock  

d. to do 

e. to commute 

57.Sual: Choose the correct variant He made … .   

a. situation 

b. an application 

c. shopping 

d. reference 

e. position 

58.Sual: Choose the correct variant: rəhbərlik etmək, руководить   

a. to hire 

b. to manage 

c. to fire 

d. to satisfy 

e. to commute 

59.Sual: Choose the correct variant: darıxdırıcı, скучный   

a. exciting 

b. satisfying 

c. dull 

d. demanding  

e. fascinating 

60.Sual: Choose the correct variant: ağır, трудный   

a. exciting 

b. interesting 

c. repetitive 

d. hard  

e. dull  

 

 



61.Sual: Choose the correct variant: nümayəndə, кандидат                

a. employee 

b. agency 

c. recruiter 

d. worker 

e. candidate 

62.Sual: Choose the correct variant: boş, свободный  

a. dull  

b. hard 

c. interesting  

d. vacant 

e. tiring 

63.Sual: Choose the correct variant: I work in ...   

a. computer 

b. reference 

c. agency  

d. manager 

e. shifts 

 
64.Sual: Choose the correct variant: iş, служба   

a. employment 

b. shift 
c. clock 
d. application  
e. telecommute 

 

65.Sual: Choose the correct answer. The company … or … them.   

a. to employs, fires 

b. hires, turns down 

c. employed, hires  

d. employs, hires 

e. hired, fires 



66.Sual: Choose the correct answer. This process … headhunting.   

a. to call 

b. calls  

c. is called 

d. called 

e. have called 

67.Sual: Choose the correct answer. We … in national newspapers.               

a. advertises 

b. advertise 

c. could to advertise 

d. ought to advertising 

e. advertising 

68.Sual: Choose the correct variant: tələbat, потребность   

a. save 

b. wants 

c. solution 

d. price 

e. transaction 

69.Sual: Choose the correct variant: təmin etmək, обеспечивать  

a. to provide 

b. to allocate  

c. to change 

d. to increase 

e. to use  

70.Sual: Choose the correct answer. .... is the study of how people choose to 

allocate scarce resources to satisfy their unlimited wants.   

a. economics 

b. resource 
c. price  
d. commodity  
e. transaction 



71.Sual: Choose the correct answer. … is an important commodity in modern 

economies.   

a. barrel 

b. competition 

c. car 

d. oil 

e. organization 

72.Sual: Choose the correct answer. … usually respond to prices in this or that 

way.   

a. commuters  

b. people 

c. nations 

d. leaders 

e. consumers 

73.Sual: Choose the correct variant. We … at any time before eleven.          

a. can start 

b. starts  

c. is starting 

d. started 

e. will start 

74.Sual: Choose the correct answer. I … to work every day.   

a. commute 

b. commutes 

c. commuted 

d. will commute 

e. have commuted 

75.Sual: Choose the correct answer. It is difficult … from one shift to another.              

a. change 

b. have changed 

c. changing 



d. are changing 

e. changes 

76.Sual: Choose the correct answer. Economics is the study of how people choose 

… scarce resources to satisfy their unlimited wants.   

a. allocated 

b. allocates 

c. is allocating 

d. to allocate 

e. have allocated 

77.Sual: Choose the correct answer. Oil and its derivatives … fuel for heating, 

transport and machinery.   

a. provides 

b. will provide 

c. is providing 

d. provided 

e. provide 

78.Sual: Choose the correct answer. Economic activity … on the assumption of 

cheap and abundant oil.   

a. to organize 

b. was organized 

c. will organize 

d. is organizing 

e. were organized 

79.Sual: Choose the correct answer. Consider first how the economy …. goods and 

services.   

a. produce 

b. be produce 

c. producing 

d. are producing 

e. produces 



80.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Modco has reorganized and … in order to 

become flatter.   

a. restructured 

b. will restructuring 

c. restructures 

d. is restructuring 

e. restructuring 

 

81.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Modco has downsized and … .   

a. will delayered 

b. delayers  

c. delayiring  

d. was delayering 

e. delayered 

 

82.Sual: Choose the correct form of word. Good at working on their own.            

a. self-starters  

b. methodical 

c. computer-literate 

d. numerate  

e. motivated 

83.Sual: Choose the correct form of word. People who work well with other 

people.   

a. motivated  

b. talented  

c. computer literate 

d. self-starters  

e. numerate 

 

 



84.Sual: Choose the correct form of word. Good with numbers.   

a. numerate  

b. motivated  

c. computer-literate 

d. proactive  

e. team players 

 

85.Sual: Choose the correct answer. We conducted our audit in accordance with 

generally … auditing standards.         

a. well accepted 

b. accepts 

c. shall accept 

d. is accepting  

e. is accepted 

86.Sual: Choose the correct answer. People once believed that the spirits of the 

Gods … in trees.       

a. lived 

b. will lived 

c. was living  

d. living 

e. lives 

 

87.Sual: Choose the correct answer. If people are treated differently from others in 

an unfair way, they are … against.               

a. discriminated 

b. to discriminating 

c. discriminates 

d. will discriminate 

e. discrimination 

 



88.Sual: Choose the correct answer. … is the money that a company uses to 

operate and develop.   

a. money  

b. capital  

c. portal  

d. book  

e. bank 

89.Sual: Choose the correct answer. You want to raise money for your company, 

but you … to sell shares.   

a. doesn’t 

b. didn’t wanted 

c. is want 

d. don’t want 

e. wanted no 

90.Sual: Choose the correct answer. … is closely associated with other aspects of 

economic order such as the role of financial centers, labor migration.   

a. migration  

b. investment 

c. institutions  

d. finance 

e. science 

91.Sual: Choose the correct answer. The directors of Megafone the world’s largest 

mobile phone company, yesterday … to give Mr.Chris Zadyman.   

a. voting 

b. will vote 

c. voted 

d. will voting  

e. are vote 

92.Sual: Choose the correct variant: maliyyə (финанс)   

a. asset 



b. money 

c. instrument 

d. banks 

e. finance 

 

93.Sual: Choose the correct variant: büdcə (бюджет)   

a. capital 

b. commodity 

c. exports 

d. budget 

e. imports 

94.Sual: Choose the correct variant: xərc (затраты, расходы)  

a. expenditure 

b. business  

c. value 

d. payment 

e. price 

95.Sual: Choose the correct variant: sığorta (страхование)   

a. Insurance 

b. relation 

c. network 

d. firms 

e. households 

96.Sual: Choose the correct variant: əskik (дефицит, недостаток)  

a. revenue 

b. fiscal 

c. deficit 

d. resource 

e. benefit 

 



97.Sual: Choose the correct variant: təmin etmə (снабжение)          

a. provision 

b. policy 

c. economy 

d. income 

e. deficit 

98.Sual: Choose the correct variant: paylanma (распределение)   

a. condition 

b. market 

c. demand 

d. supply 

e. distribution 

99.Sual: Choose the correct variant: These institutions ____ money in different 

ways.   

a. provided  

b. provide  

c. was provided 

d. is provided  

e. has provided  

100.Sual: Choose the correct variant These institutions provide ____ in different 

ways.   

a. sell 

b. money 

c. provision  

d. deficit 

e. profit 

101.Sual: Choose the correct variant There are many important _____ _____ 

which provide finance for companies.   

a. monetary relations 

b. financial institutions 



c. households 

d. source  

e. household 

 

102.Sual: Choose the correct variant They receive immediate _____from a finance 

house.   

a. payment  

b. impact  

c. policy 

d. money  

e. budget 

103.Sual: Choose the correct variant: təqaüd fondu (пенсионный фонд)                

a. pension fund  

b. public finance  

c. insurance companies 

d. mutual funds  

e. finance companies 

104Sual: Choose the correct variant: açıq bazar (открытый, рынок)   

a. financial system  

b. households 

c. institution  

d. firm 

e. the open market  

105.Sual: Choose the correct variant: maliyyə evi (финансовый)   

a. finance house  

b. economic entity  

c. social policy  

d. fiscal year 

e. pension fund 



106.Sual: Choose the correct variant . _____ is the provision of money at the time 

when it is needed.   

a. finance  

b. preparation  

c. foundation  

d. insurance 

e. distribution 

107.Sual: Choose the correct variant. They ____ immediate payment from a 

finance house.   

a. receive 

b. receives  

c. has received 

d. is received  

e. was received 

108.Sual: Choose the correct variant. There are many other specialist financial 

institution which provide finance for ___ .             

a. unit households  

b. entities 

c. companies 

d. policy 

e. revenue 

109.Sual: Choose the correct variant. It is the finance house which collects the 

regular installments paid by the ____.   

a. shareholder 

b. provider  

c. investor  

d. purchaser  

e. producer  

 

 



110.Sual: Choose the correct variant. When ____ exceeds the revenue the budget 

has a deficit.   

a. functions  

b. expenditure  

c. preparation 

d. banks 

e. entity 

111.Sual: Choose the correct variant. The major instrument of any _____ is the 

budget.   

a. financial system  

b. pension funds 

c. insurance company  

d. mutual funds  

e. public sector 

112.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Public finance has the following _____.   

a. deficit  

b. functions  

c. fund  

d. company  

e. entity 

113.Sual: Choose the correct variant. plan, layihə (план, проект)   

a. fund  

b. provision 

c. tax  

d. benefit  

e. scheme 

114.Sual: Choose the correct variant. davam etmək, продолжать   

a. to close 

b. to open 

c. to abolish 



d. to last 

e. to celebrate 

115.Sual: Choose the correct variant. ləğv etmək, отменять, упразднять  

a. to start 

b. to demand 

c. to abolish 

d. to celebrate 

e. to break,  

116.Sual: Choose the correct variant. əlavə, дополнение   

a. supplement 

b. information 

c. decade 

d. employer 

e. contribution 

117.Sual: Choose the correct variant. qanunu pozmaq, нарушать закон   

a. to celebrate 

b. to analyze 

c. to break the law 

d. to abolish 

e. to demand  

118.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Some … and … traditionally work different 

hours.   

a. businesses and industries 

b. holidays and businesses 

c. banks and industries 

d. shops and banks 

e. officials and businesses  

119.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Most … have a life-day working week, 

Monday through Friday.  

a. officials 



b. businesses 

c. employees 

d. industries 

e. managers 

120.Sual: Choose the correct answer. These new features appeared first in … of 

certain denominations only.   

a. supplement 

b. foreign currencies 

c. banknotes 

d. crime 

e. counterfeit 

121.Sual: Choose the synonym of the word: money   

a. crime 

b. counterfeiting 

c. denomination 

d. supplement 

e. currency 

122.Sual: Choose the synonym of the word: to last   

a. to demand 

b. to abolish 

c. to continue 

d. to solve 

e. to exist 

123.Sual: Choose the synonym of the word: to abolish   

a. to break 

b. to cancel 

c. to celebrate 

d. to add 

e. to constitute 



124.Sual: Choose the correct variant. After the reform they … a national currency 

in 1863.   

a. adopts 

b. is adopting 

c. was adopted 

d. adopted 

e. to adopt 

 

125.Sual: Choose the correct variant. In 1865 in US Secret service … to suppress 

counterfeiting.   

a. to establish 

b. establishes 

c. was established 

d. is establishing 

e. are established 

126.Sual: Choose the correct variant. It … counterfeiting to a certain extent but this 

crime still exists.   

a. was curtailed 

b. are curtailed 

c. curtailed 

d. curtails 

e. to curtail 

127.Sual: Choose the correct variant. In … American dollars, for ex. these he 

following security features are used.   

a. makes 

b. made 

c. are making 

d. making 

e. to make 

 



128.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Besides, not long ago, a few more new 

security features … to US dollars.   

a. are adding 

b. were added 

c. add 

d. to add 

e. adding 

129.Sual: Choose the correct variant. These new features … first in banknotes of 

certain denominations only.   

a. appeared 

b. to appear 

c. appears 

d. is appearing 

e. have appeared 

130.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Other denominations … gradually … with 

the same security features.   

a. must be, make 

b. might be, making 

c. can be, made 

d. should be, make 

e. will, made 

 

131.Sual: Choose the correct variant. … of money is one of the oldest crimes in 

history.   

a. Crime 

b. intaglio printing 

c. counterfeiting 

d. supplement 

e. employer 

 



132.Sual: Choose the correct variant. But it did not … the counterfeiting problem.  

a. solve 

b. to solves 

c. to counterfeit 

d. to exist  

e. to curtail 

133.Sual: Choose the correct variant. In 1865 in US Secret service was established 

…counterfeiting.   

a. to curtail 

b. to abolish 

c. to last 

d. to counterfeit 

e. to suppress 

 

134.Sual: Choose the correct variant. The US dollar is now the most counterfeited 

… in the world.   

a. counterfeiting 

b. supplement 

c. employee 

d. crime 

e. currency 

135.Sual: Choose the correct variant. saxtalaşdırmaq, подделывать   

a. to counterfeit 

b. to solve 

c. to exist 

d. to suppress 

e. to abolish 

136.Sual: Choose the correct variant. azaltmaq, сокращать   

a. to last 

b. to curtail 



c. to break 

d. to abolish 

e. to demand 

137.Sual: Choose the correct variant. cinayət, преступление   

a. banknote 

b. information 

c. crime 

d. domination 

e. supplement 

138.Sual: Choose the correct variant. həll etmək, разрешить   

a. to solve 

b. to exist 

c. to counterfeit  

d. to adopt 

e. to add 

139.Sual: Choose the correct variant. qarşısını almaq, пресекать  

a. to solve 

b. to break 

c. to suppress 

d. to last 

e. to demand 

140.Sual: Choose the synonym of the word: showdown  

a. principal 

b. hire 

c. inflow  

d. crisis 

e. debts 

141.Sual: Choose the synonym of the word: debt   

a. capital  

b. principal  



c. elapse  

d. loan 

e. out flow 

142.Sual: Choose the correct translation of the given word: mülkiyyət hüququ – 

право собственности   

a. ownership 

b. challange 

c. provision 

d. funds 

e. formation 

143.Sual: Choose the correct translation of the given word: fərq qoyma, различие  

a. promotion 

b. retirement 

c. management 

d. position 

e. discrimination 

144.Sual: Choose the correct variant In many countries, this … … successfully for 

a few years.  

a. has working  

b. work  

c. have worked 

d. worked 

e. to work  

145.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Many developing countries needed to borrow 

more money … for their oil.   

a. paid  

b. is paying  

c. to pay 

d. pays  

e. have paid 



146.Sual: Choose the correct variant. These countries began … further money from 

the IMF. 

a. borrows  

b. borrowed  

c. is borrowing  

d. borrow 

e. to borrow 

 

147.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Rich countries … more than poor countries.  

a. contributes 

b. contribute 

c. has contributing  

d. is contributing  

e. to contribute 

148.Sual: Choose the correct variant. They did this … costs.   

a. reduced  

b. has reduced  

c. will reduce  

d. to reduce 

e. reducing 

149.Sual: Choose the correct variant. They use their position of power … them.   

a. to hurt 

b. hurt  

c. hurts  

d. will hurt  

e. have hurt 

150.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Member countries may borrow … from this 

fund.  

a. scheme  

b. budget 



c. foreign currencies 

d. tax  

e. debts  

151.Sual: Choose the correct translation of the given word: əsas məbləğ (kreditin) 

основная сумма (кредита)   

a. share capital  

b. capitalization 

c. elapse  

d. hire 

e. principal 

152.Sual: Choose the correct translation of the given word: kirayə, icarə; аренда, 

распорка  

a. hire 

b. fire  

c. property  

d. showdown  

e. principal  

153.Sual: Choose the correct variant. . … many countries this worked successfully 

… a few years.   

a. in, for 

b. on, at  

c. at, for  

d. under, on  

e. in, in 

154.Sual: Choose the correct answer. The marketing director is the head 

…marketing.   

a. of 

b. on 
c. in 
d. from 
e. by 



155.Sual: Choose the correct answer. There … now more than 140 member 

countries.   

a. was 

b. were 

c. are 

d. is  

e. am 

156.Sual: Choose the correct answer. These countries began to borrow further … 

from the IMF.   

a. fund 

b. tax 

c. goal 

d. money 

e. coins 

157.Sual: Choose the correct answer. All the directors together are the … .  

a. board 

b. president 

c. chairman 

d. executive 

e. vice-president 

158.Sual: Choose the correct answer: əmanət, вклад, взнос   

a. principal 

b. debt  

c. currency 

d. rate  

e. deposit 

159.Sual: Choose the correct answer: xidmət, сервис   

a. formation 

b. service 

c. provision 



d. revenue 

e. deficit 

160.Sual: Choose the correct answer. Each member country ... to contribute a 

certain amount.   

a. to oblige 

b. obliges 

c. obliged 

d. had obliged 

e. is obliged 

161.Sual: Choose the correct answer. To leave the company, you could … .   

a. retire 

b. leaner 

c. resign 

d. board 

e. career 

162.Sual: Choose the correct answer: mülkiyyət hüququ – право собственности   

a. ownership 

b. property 

c. provision 

d. funds 

e. formation 

163.Sual: Choose the correct answer: böhran, замедление   

a. elapse 

b. inflow 

c. showdown 

d. outflow 

e. capital 

164.Sual: Choose the correct answer: borclu ölkə - страна должник  

a. monetary fund 

b. saving rate 



c. principal 

d. debtor country  

e. share capital 

165.Sual: Choose the correct answer: sığorta, страхование   

a. marine  

b. burglary  

c. accuracy  

d. relief  

e. insurance 

166.Sual: Choose the correct answer: güman etmək, предполагать   

a. to arise 

b. to assume  

c. to invest  

d. to term  

e. to insure 

167.Sual: Choose the correct answer: qeyri-peşəkar, непрофессионал   

a. broker  

b. investor  

c. insurer  

d. layman  

e. surveyor 

168.Sual: Choose the correct answer: səhm, qiymətli kağız, акция, ценная бумага  

a. Injection 

b. relief  

c. assetsd  

d. premium 

e. share 

169.Sual: Choose the correct synonym of the word: INSURANCE   

a. occurrence 

b. assurance 



c. attainment 

d. marine 

e. burglary 

170.Sual: Choose the correct synonym of the word: to result in  

a. to cause 

b. to bolster 

c. to term  

d. to assume 

e. to tend 

171.Sual: Choose the correct synonym of the word: Stock   

a. share 

b. interest 

c. assets 

d. capital 

e. premium 

172.Sual: Choose the correct answer. _____ Great Britain insurance business is 

conducted ____ insurance companies.  

a. in, in,  

b. on, in,  

c. in, by 

d. by, by 

e. at, in 

173.Sual: Choose the correct answer: bərabər mənalı, равнозначный  

a. insured  

b. subtle  

c. huge  

d. interchangeable  

e. obvious 

 

 



174.Sual: Choose the correct answer. Investment ____ categorized into net and 

gross investment. 

a. can  

b. might  

c. can be 

d. must  

e. could to be 

175.Sual: Choose the correct variant There ___ three recognized ways in which 

funds can flow into an economy.   

a. is  

b. would  

c. was  

d. are  

e. has 

176.Sual: Choose the correct variant Investment ____ expenditure on productive 

capital goods.   

a. are  

b. is  

c. to be 

d. have been 

e. were 

177.Sual: Choose the correct variant Thus, investment is usually held ____ 

expenditure on factories, machinery.   

a. to be 

b. be 

c. were  

d. are  

e. was  

 

 



178.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Exports ____ always ____ important to the 

UK economy.  

a. is 

b. are  

c. has been 

d. were 

e. have been 

179.Sual: Choose the correct variant. The balance of payments accounts ____ split 

into 2 broad sections.   

a. are 

b. have  

c. were  

d. is  

e. has 

180.Sual: Choose the correct variant. ____ injection is simply _____ addition to 

the circular flow of income.   

a. the, the  

b. an, the 

c. an, an 

d. a, a  

e. the, one 

181.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Investment is expenditure _____ productive 

capital goods.  

a. out of  

b. at  

c. with  

d. into 

e. on 

 

 



182.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Investment can be categorized _____ net and 

gross investment.  

a. to  

b. for 

c. into 

d. from  

e. by 

183.Sual: Choose the correct variant. This loss ____ value _____ assets is called 

deprecation.   

a. of, of  

b. in, on  

c. for, by  

d. of, from  

e. of, with 

184.Sual: Choose the correct variant. They may well decide to invest _____ new 

machinery or ____ a new factory.   

a. on, at  

b. by, in  

c. in, on  

d. for, by 

e. in, in 

185.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Exports have always been important ____ the 

UK economy.  

a. for  

b. into  

c. from 

d. with 

e. by 

 



186.Sual: Choose the correct variant. The balance _______ payments accounts are 

split ___ 2 broad sections.   

a. by, on 

b. of, into 

c. from, into  

d. till, at  

e. on, on 

187.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Government spending results ____ an 

injection ___ funds ____ the circular flow.   

a. by, at, in  

b. of, at, by  

c. in, in, on 

d. in, of, into 

e. on, on, into  

188.Sual: Choose the correct answer. Some of the common risks ____ usual for 

business and private individuals ____ as follows.   

a. am, is  

b. are, was  

c. are, are 

d. was, was  

e. was, are 

189.Sual: Choose the correct variant. The insurer issues an insurance policy ____ 

the insured. 

a. for 

b. from 

c. by 

d. with 

e. under 

 

 



190.Sual: Choose the correct variant. The insured is ___ pay a premium the size 

___ which is stated ___ the policy.  

a. an, in, of 

b. by, at, for 

c. to, of, in 

d. in, on, in 

e. at, at, in 

191.Sual: Choose the correct variant. ____ many countries insurance against 

sickness, unemployment and old age is undertaken ___ the state.   

a. on, on 

b. in, by 

c. at, on  

d. by, by 

e. at, from 

 

192.Sual: Choose the correct variant. The employees contributions are deducted 

___ their wages and salaries.   

a. with 

b. for 

c. under 

d. under 

e. at 

193.Sual: Choose the correct variant. ___ past experience the probability ___ many 

risks can be calculated ___ great accuracy.  

a. for, on, in 

b. by, for, for  

c. from, of, with 

d. with, of, from 

e. from, in, in  

 



194.Sual: Choose the correct variant. The main benefits ___ this insurance include.  

a. with 

b. at 

c. by 

d. from 

e. of 

195.Sual: Choose the correct variant. A great variety ___ risks can nowadays be 

cavered ____ insurance.   

a. of, for 

b. of, by 

c. from, from  

d. at, by  

e. by, by  

196.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Money ... for buying or selling goods.   

a. are used  

b. be use 

c. user 

d. have use 

e. is used  

197.Sual: Choose the correct variant. In primitive societies a system of barter ... .   

a. are used  

b. is using 

c. was used  

d. were use 

e. will be used 

198.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Barter ... a system of direct exchange of 

goods.  

a. have being 

b. have be 

c. have been  



d. being 

e. was 

199.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Coins ... of gold.   

a. have been made 

b. been make 

c. makes 

d. has been 

e. has made 

200.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Most governments now ... paper money in 

the form of bills.   

a. issueing  

b. has issues  

c. has be issue 

d. issue  

e. have issues 

201.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Paper currency ... no longer ... .   

a. will, be used 

b. will, are used 

c. shall, is used 

d. is, be 

e. be, are used 

202.Sual: Choose the correct preposition. Sampoo is used ... washing your hair.   

a. after  

b. off 

c. under  

d. for 

e. between 

203.Sual: Choose the correct preposition. Filling stations will not accept cash ... 

night.  

a. for 



b. in 

c. with 

d. at 

e. off 

204.Sual: Choose the correct preposition. A system ... barter was used.   

a. of 

b. off 

c. among  

d. under 

e. out of 

205.Sual: Choose the correct preposition. Various money systems developed based 

... goods.  

a. of 

b. off 

c. on 

d. in 

e. under 

206.Sual: Choose the correct word. ... is a piece of metal, usually disc-shaped, 

which bears lettering, disigns or numbers showing its value.  

a. a salt  
b. a feather  
c. tobacco  
d. a coin 

e. cattle 
207.Sual: Choose the correct answer: Malların birbaşa mübadiləsi; Прямой обмен 

товаров.   

a. exchange of barter 

b. exchange of precise needs 

c. a direct exchange of goods 

d. exchange of paper bills 

e. equal exchanhe of goods 

 



208.Sual: Choose the correct answer:Davamlı; Прочный   

a. equal  

b. precious 

c. independent 

d. divisible  

e. durable 

209.Sual: Choose the correct answer: tanınan; известный, могущий   

a. divisible 

b. portable  

c. recognizable 

d. direct  

e. irrespective 

210.Sual: Choose the correct answer: eyni qiymətə; одинаковой цены   

a. of equal value 

b. precise needs 

c. dise shaped 

d. paper bills  

e. a system of value 

211.Sual: Choose the correct answer: bölünə bilən; делимый  

a. divisible 

b. equal 

c. developed  

d. storing 

e. monetary 

212.Sual: Choose the correct answer: qəbz; чек  

a. paper  

b. currency  

c. money  

d. check  

e. credit 



213.Sual: Choose the correct answer: kredit kartı; кредитные карточки   

a. bill  

b. credit cards 

c. cash  

d. exchange 

e. face value 

 

214.Sual: Choose the correct answer: pulu dövriyyəyə buraxmaq; пускать деньги 

в оборот  

a. to contain  

b. to worth 

c. to fill  

d. to issue 

e. to bear 

 

215.Sual: Choose the correct answer: mübadilə; обмен   

a. to produce 

b. to buy 

c. to exchange 

d. to spend  

e. to spoil 

216.Sual: Choose the correct answer: əmin; уверенный   

a. undertaking  

b. quarterly 

c. annually  

d. attainment  

e. certain 

 

 

 



217.Sual: Choose the correct answer: hadisə; случай  

a. occurance  

b. assurance  

c. attainment 

d. success  

e. premium 

 

218.Sual: Choose the correct answer: sahib olmaq; владеть   

a. to pay 

b. to insure 

c. to own  

d. to produce  

e. to sell 

 

219.Sual: Choose the correct answer: vergi; налог   

a. goal  

b. tax  

c. policy  

d. expenditure  

e. deficit 

 

220.Sual: Choose the correct answer: paylanma; распределение   

a. community  

b. formation  

c. distribution  

d. turnover  

e. provision 

 

 

 



221.Sual: Choose the correct answer: maliyyə ili; финансовый год   

a. social policy  

b. financial flows 

c. finance company 

d. fiscal year 

e. social year 

 

222.Sual: Choose the correct variant. Almost every society now ... a money 

economy.   

a. have 

b. have been  

c. has  

d. have to be 

e. be 

 

223.Sual: Choose the correct variant. It ... $20.   

a. costing 

b. costs  

c. shall been cost 

d. have cost  

e. will costing  

 

224.Sual: Choose the correct answer. You can buy goods ... it.   

a. along  

b. about 

c. during  

d. under 

e. with 

 

 



225.Sual: Choose the correct answer. Various ... systems developed based on 

goods.   

a. market-places 

b. face 

c. money 

d. measures  

e. storing value 

 

226.Sual: Choose the correct translation of the word: Sərf etmək; Потратить  

a. to take over 

b. to be portable 

c. to recognize 

d. to shape 

e. to produce 

 

227.Sual: Choose the correct answer. The working week ... between 35 and 40 

hours long.   

a. were  

b. shall 

c. would  

d. will 

e. is 

 

228.Sual: Choose the correct answer. Most business ... on public or national 

holidays.   

a. closing 

b. closing be 

c. shall closed 

d. are closed  

e. will closed 



229.Sual: Choose the correct answer. ... law does not say what shops can be open.  

a. an  

b. the  

c. --- 

d. same  

e. such 

 

230.Sual: Choose the correct translation of the word: işə götürən; наниматель   

a. decade 

b. settler 

c. proceeding 

d. employer  

e. demand 

 

231.Sual: Choose the correct translation of the word: işçi; служащий   

a. traveler 

b. banknote  

c. feature 

d. employee  

e. security 

232.Sual: Choose the correct translation of the word: sahib olmaq; владе 

a. to pay 
b. to insure 
c. to own 

d. to produce 
e. to sell 

233.Sual: Choose the correct answer. Fineness … gold is often shown in carat.   

a. in  
b. to  
c. of  

d. into  
e. with 

 



234.Sual: Choose the correct answer. The notion of carat can also be applied … 

precious stones.  

a. to  

b. in 

c. by  

d. near  

e. at 

235.Sual: Choose the correct answer. Diamond is a brilliant precious stone of pure 

carbon …. crystallized from.      

a. off  

b. with 

c. under 

d. by  

e. in 

 

236.Sual: Choose the correct answer. Actual gold is used … the following forms.   

a. in front of  

b. in 

c. behind  

d. off 

e. at 

 

237.Sual: Choose the correct answer. There are two main traditions … law in the 

world.   

a. off  

b. in 

c. into  

d. by 

e. at 



238.Sual: Choose the correct answer. Latin America and many countries … Asia 

and Africa which have been strongly influenced by Europe.   

a. off  

b. to 

c. in  

d. by 

e. at 

239.Sual: Choose the correct answer. Common law differ ___ continental law in 

havinh developed gradually throughout history.   

a. in  

b. of  

c. to 

d. into  

e. from 

240.Sual: Choose the correct answer. Civil law concerns disputes among citizens 

…. a country.   

a. Within 

b. off 

c. behind  

d. to  

e. at 

241.Sual: Choose the correct answer: bərabər, равно  

a. equal  

b. same  

c. different  

d. like  

e. correct 

242.Sual: Choose the correct answer: qiymətli, драгоценный   

a. cheap  

b. precious  



c. worthless  

d. unimportant 

e. rare 

243.Sual: Choose the correct answer: vacib, важный   

a. easy  

b. useful  

c. important  

d. wortless  

e. useless 

244.Sual: Choose the correct answer: məqsəd, цель   

a. purpose  

b. achievement  

c. term  

d. cause  

e. condition 

245.Sual: Choose the correct answer: almaq, покупать   

a. to sell  

b. to purchase  

c. to obtain  

d. to rent  

e. to choose 

246.Sual: Choose the correct answer: mal, əmtəə; товар  

a. thing  

b. equipment  

c. commodity  

d. tool  

e. instrument 

247.Sual: Choose the correct answer: sənayə, промышленность   

a. industry  

b. leasing  



c. inquiry 

d. employment  

e. equipment 

248.Sual: Choose the correct answer: valyuta, валюта  

a. share  

b. currency  

c. price  

d. cost  

e. salary 

249.Sual: Choose the correct answer: anlam, понятие   

a. notion  

b. knowledge  

c. comprehension  

d. brain  

e. misunderstanding  

250.Sual: Choose the correct answer: alıcı, покупатель   

a. seller  

b. customer  

c. personnel  

d. staff  

e. shareholder  

251.Sual: Choose the correct answer: qanun, закон   

a. lаw  

b. liability  

c. chart 

d. government 

e. policy 

252.Sual: Choose the correct answer: müasir, современный   

a. old  

b. modern  



c. present  

d. ancient  

e. recently 

253.Sual: Choose the correct answer: oxşar, похожий   

a. different  

b. similar  

c. other  

d. difference  

e. separate 

254.Sual: Choose the correct answer: işə götürmək, нанимать на работу   

a. to employ 

b. to fire 

c. to accept 

d. to dismiss  

e. to refuse 

255.Sual: Choose the correct answer: формулировать formalaşdırmaq   

a. to reduce 
b. to formulate 

c. destroy 
d. construct 
e. demolish 

256.Sual: Choose the correct answer. I’m Steve and I’m head of car production at a 

… .   

a. stock exchange  
b. manufacturing plant.  

c. market  
d. market economy 
e. market leader 

257.Sual: Choose the correct answer. ‘Plant’ sound more modern than … .   

a. factory  

b. worker 
c. office  
d. company  
e. production 
 



258.Sual: Choose the correct answer. These machines are more … . to buy   

a. good  

b. expensive  

c. rude  

d. interesting  

e. talking 

259.Sual: Choose the correct answer: qanuni (законный, правовой)   

a. real  

b. open 

c. important  

d. legal  

e. usual 

260. Sual: Choose the correct answer: qəbul etmə, принятие   

a. arrangement 

b. importance  

c. acceptance 

d. difficulty  

e. promise 

261. Sual: Choose the correct answer: xərclər, расходы   

a. insurance  

b. cost 

c. expenditure  

d. mode  

e. price 

262.Sual: Choose the correct answer: şərt, условие   

a. delivery  

b. terms 

c. offer  

d. price 

e. goods 



263. Sual: Choose the correct answer: yükləmə, отгружать  

a. to cover  

b. to offer 

c. to ship  

d. to include  

e. to bring 

264. Sual: Choose the correct answer: oxşar, подобный   

a. different  

b. similar 

c. popular  

d. worthy  

e. particular 

265. Sual: Choose the correct answer: dəyər, стоимость  

a. expence  

b. discound  

c. cost  

d. account  

e. venture 

266. Sual: Choose the correct answer: yük göndərən, грузоотправитель   

a. customer  

b. manager  

c. shipper 

d. seller  

e. producer 

267. Sual: Choose the correct answer: When sellers quote price they usually ... on 

what terms at this price, they will deliver the goods.   

a. had stated  
b. state 

c. stated  
d. had been stating  
e. will state 

 



268. Sual: Choose the correct answer: These terms of delivery ... the most 

acceptable last year.   

a. will be 

b. was 

c. were 

d. are  

e. were being 

 

269. Sual: Choose the correct answer: If you deliver the machine in 6 weeks we .... 

another order for next year.   

a. place 

b. placed  

c. had placed 

d. was placing 

e. shall place 

 

270. Sual: Choose the correct answer: When we mentioned speedy delivery we ... 

you to deliver the goods in 2 months.   

a. had expected 

b. will expect 

c. expected  

d. expecting  

e. will expect 

271. Sual: Choose the correct answer: I ...... our next order for the second part of 

the year in writing tomorrow.   

a. confirmed 

b. was confirming  

c. have confirmed 

d. shall confirm  

e. have been confirming 



272. Sual: Choose the correct answer: The exchance rates for currencies .... every 

day.   

a. had changed 

b. changes  

c. have change 

d. had been changing 

e. change  

 

273. Sual: Choose the correct synonym of the word with the capital letters. Before 

we EMPLOY people we like to put them in job situations to see how they do the 

work.  

a. examine  

b. refuse  

c. hire 

d. refect  

e. introduce  

 

274. Sual: Choose the correct synonym of the word with the capital letters. Whole 

life ASSURANCE is less popular.   

a. demand  

b. requirement  

c. insurance  

d. policy  

e. claim  

275. Sual: Choose the correct synonym of the word with the capital letters. These 

institutions PROVIDE the loans which finance hire purchase schemes and leasing 

arrangements.   

a. supply  

b. cut  

c. cover  



d. consider  

e. receive  

 

276. Sual: Choose the correct synonym of the word with the capital letters. In 

different parts of the world many different COMMODITIES have served as 

money.   

a. receipts  

b. coins  

c. goods  

d. produces  

e. production  

 

277. Sual: Choose the correct synonym of the word with the capital letters. 

Endowment assurance is provided until the ATTAINMENT of a certain age.   

a. achievement  

b. insurance  

c. solution  

d. rejection  

e. discussion  

 

278. Sual: Choose the correct synonym of the word with the capital letters. There 

is still inflation in this country but its under CONTROL.   

a. information  

b. solution  

c. check  

d. expenditure  

e. attainment  

 

 



279. Sual: Choose the correct synonym of the word with the capital letters. 

Scarcity of resources make it necessary SAVE them   

a. to show  

b. to protect  

c. to supply  

d. to introduce  

e. to accept  

 

280. Sual: Choose the correct synonym of the word with the capital letters. British 

companies DONATE around 500 million dollars a year to charities.   

a. give  

b. take  

c. show  

d. want  

e. attain 

 

281. Sual: Choose the correct synonym of the word with the capital letters. Many 

officials and the public DEMAND that the Sunday trading rules should be 

abolished in the UK.  

a. offer  

b. propose  

c. advice  

d. recommend  

e. require 

 

282. Sual: Choose the correct synonym of the word with the capital letters. 

PROFITS are owned by the members so there are no shareholders .   

a. income  

b. employer  

c. achievement  



d. attainment  

e. division  

 

283. Sual: Choose the correct synonym of the word with the capital letters. 

SCARCITY of resources makes it necessary to save them .   

a. economy  

b. market  

c. deficit  

d. revenue  

e. solution 

 

284. Sual: Choose the correct synonym of the word with the capital letters. 

Competition is one of the important FORCES of the market .   

a. distribution  

b. income  

c. employment  

d. factors  

e. transaction 

 

285. Sual: Choose the correct synonym of the word with the capital letters. The 

budget is an estimate of national revenue and expenditure for the ensuring FISCAL 

year.   

a. durable  

b. potential  

c. surplus  

d. financial  

e. certain 

286. Sual: Choose the correct synonym of the word with the capital letters. The 

rational SOLUTION of the problem brings about the maximum economic growth. 

  



a. allocation  

b. employment  

c. limit  

d. settlement  

e. transaction  

287 Sual: Choose the correct synonym of the word with the capital letters. In case 

of life assurance the rist is certain TO OCCUR sooner or later .   

a. to start  

b. to finish  

c. to have  

d. to happen  

e. to leave  

288. Sual: Choose the correct translation: istehlakçı; потребитель   

a. producer  

b. accountant  

c. distributor  

d. consumer  

e. seller  

 

289. Sual: Choose the correct translation: güc,qüvvət; сила,власть   

a. power  

b. aim  

c. supply  

d. demand  

e. purchase  

 

290. Sual: Choose the correct translation: yaratmaq; основать,образовать  

a. to provide  

b. to define  

c. to found  



d. to ship  

e. to deliver  

 

291. Sual: Choose the correct translation: valyuta; валюта   

a. asset  

b. loan  

c. currency  

d. finance 

e. liabilities  

292. Sual: Choose the correct translation: maaş; заработанная плата   

a. property  

b. assets  

c. liabilities  

d. wages  

e. contribution 

293. Sual: Choose the correct translation: sərmayəçi; акционер   

a. customer  

b. consumer  

c. employer  

d. shareholder  

e. employee 

 

294. Sual: Choose the correct translation: rəqabət aparmq; конкурировать  

a. to open  

b. to deal with  

c. to exceed  

d. to utilize  

e. to compete  

 

 



295. Sual: Choose the correct translation: sövdələşmə; сделка   

a. distribution  

b. solution  

c. assurance  

d. transaction  

e. attainment 

296. Sual: Choose the correct translation: əldə etmə, nail olma; достижение   

a. attainment  

b. occurrence  

c. assurance  

d. premium  

e. liabilities  

 

298. Sual: Choose the correct translation: xeyir; польза   

a. transaction  
b. certificate  
c. favor  

d. funeral  
e. maternity  

 

299. Sual: Choose the correct translation: müəssisə; предприятие   

a. accuracy  
b. sickness  
c. state  
d. public  
e. enterprise  

 

300. Sual: Choose the correct translation: özəl; частный   

a. commercial  
b. private  

c. multinational  
d. medium  
e. small  

 

 


